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        The KAPLA World
        

                

                
                            
                
                
            
                    
                
                
        Our story
        

                

                
                
                Discover the extraodinary story of a Dutch antique dealer who dreamt of building a fortified castle with his own bare hands... This human and architectural adventure began fifty years ago, and led to the birth of the iconic KAPLA plank that inspired millions of budding builders throughout the world.
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                Universal and educational


                

                

                
                
                Simply stack the identical KAPLA planks, without any glue or clips, to build your imagination: a universal concept that adapts to all ages. Players are encouraged to explore and challenge their own limits, while also developing their creativity, ingenuity, logic, and perseverance. From ages 2 and up, solo or with friends, play without rules or limits!
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                Discover the extraodinary story of a Dutch antique dealer who dreamt of building a fortified castle with his own bare hands... This human and architectural adventure began fifty years ago, and led to the birth of the iconic KAPLA plank that inspired millions of budding builders throughout the world.
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                Simply stack the identical KAPLA planks, without any glue or clips, to build your imagination: a universal concept that adapts to all ages. Players are encouraged to explore and challenge their own limits, while also developing their creativity, ingenuity, logic, and perseverance. From ages 2 and up, solo or with friends, play without rules or limits!
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                Discover the extraodinary story of a Dutch antique dealer who dreamt of building a fortified castle with his own bare hands... This human and architectural adventure began fifty years ago, and led to the birth of the iconic KAPLA plank that inspired millions of budding builders throughout the world.


                

                

                        

            

        

                        

            

        
                
                            
                
                
            
                    
                
                
        Universal and educational
        

                

                
                
                Simply stack the identical KAPLA planks, without any glue or clips, to build your imagination: a universal concept that adapts to all ages. Players are encouraged to explore and challenge their own limits, while also developing their creativity, ingenuity, logic, and perseverance. From ages 2 and up, solo or with friends, play without rules or limits!
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        Natural and long-lasting
        

                

                
                
                We exclusively use Landes pine from sustainably managed forests of the South-West of France. The wood is natural and the coloured planks are dyed using food-grade colouring to ensure safe play. Our fabrication process includes a series of strict checks and standards, as well as a final manual sorting, to provide you with quality planks that will last for years.
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                KAPLA events


                

                

                
                
                Every year, KAPLA® takes part in a number of professional toy shows in Europe. Find out where we’re going to be, then come and say hi!
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                The KAPLA Community


                

                

                
                
                Follow us on social media and take inspiration from the KAPLA community. Discover some of the most impressive constructions from our extreme builders and enter competitions for a chance to win KAPLA products!
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                KAPLA® in schools


                

                

                
                
                Playing with KAPLA planks harnesses both body and mind, making it easier for children to learn complex concepts and to improve both motor skills and collaboration. Whether in class or at break time, learning is natural and fun with KAPLA®!
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                Subscribe to our newsletter
            

            
                Receive instructions, ideas and exclusive offers to keep your creativity alive all year round! You will receive a maximum of 4 emails per year.

                                
                    
                    
                    
                    Subscribe
                    

                    
                    Learn more about your data
                    
                
                                            Your contact details are stored and used in accordance with the GDPR and are not disclosed to third parties. You have a right of access, rectification and opposition. By validating this form, you fully acknowledge and accept our data protection policy. This form is protected by Google reCAPTCHA and the Google privacy rules and terms of use apply.

                                        Subscribe
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             Facebook
             Twitter
             Instagram
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            Under 1 to 2 working days
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            GIFT OPTION

            Custom Gift Card
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            SECURE PAYMENT

            With card or PayPal
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                                                                            EUROPE
                                                                            UK
                                                                            USA / CANADA
                                                                            AUSTRALIA
                                                                    

                        Nous vous rappelons que la zone Europe ne livre pas au Royaume Uni et aux USA
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